Message from the Program Director

It's getting near the end of the academic year and time to get ready for the CSDB Annual Scientific Retreat!

Our Annual Retreat will be held on Tuesday June 5th at The Old Mill Inn, Toronto. Faculty speakers will include: Curtis Boswell (CIruna lab); Andrew Jarratt-Smith, Carol Schreiber and Thomas Hardt. Students Xuefei Yuan (Scott lab), Luka Sheppard (Tepass lab), Alyssa Melnitskaya (Pearson lab), Curtis Boswell (CIruna lab) and Anne Meyer-Miller (CIruna lab) will be presenting their research for partial credit in JDB 102Y.

There will be eight student 'top poster awards and two travel awards for the best student speakers. For new faculty, please be aware that you will be asked to grade all of the student talks, and you may wish to participate in another faculty meeting to grade a smaller number of posters. These marks are part of the requirements towards completion of the CSDB.

There will be a Student Forum at the retreat immediately following the afternoon coffee break. The forum will be run by CSDB student representatives Curtis Boswell, Alyssa Melnitskaya and Junior West. Students, please bring ideas and input for the program.

Looking forward to seeing everyone at the Retreat on June 5th!

Cheers,

Julie Brill
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